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Abstract—We derive the spectral dispersion law for the virtually
imaged phased array (VIPA) based on paraxial wave theory using
the Fresnel diffraction analysis. The validity of the dispersion law is
verified by comparison with experiments. This spectral dispersion
law is compared to a previous law based on plane wave theory. At
small incident angles where the VIPA provides its largest spectral
dispersion, the paraxial wave law provides a much better fit to the
data than the plane wave law does.
Index Terms—Optical devices, spectral dispersers, wavelength
demultiplexers.
Fig. 1.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE virtually imaged phased array (VIPA) was introduced
recently as a new optical spectral disperser that provides
several potential advantages over common diffraction gratings,
including large angular dispersion, low polarization sensitivity,
simple structure, low cost, and compactness. The application
of the VIPA for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) has
been demonstrated [1], [2]. VIPA designs with reduced low
insertion loss and crosstalk were reported in [3]. Chromatic
dispersion compensation [4]–[6] using the VIPA in an optical
pulse-shaping setup has also been demonstrated. Another interesting application of the VIPA spectral disperser is in Fourier
transform pulse shaping [7]. Finally, the VIPA can potentially
be used as part of a direct space-to-time pulse-shaping setup
for wide-band arbitrary millimeter-wave generation [8], [9].
The VIPA can be viewed as a modified Fabry–Perot etalon. It
typically consists of two glass plates, of which the back or the
transmission side is coated with a partially reflectivity film (e.g.,
95%); the front or entry side is coated with an almost 100%
reflective film except in a window area, which is uncoated or antireflection (AR) coated, and the laser enters the VIPA through
this window area. If the etalon cavity is filled with air, it is called
an air-spaced VIPA; otherwise, if it is filled with some glass of
refractive index , it is called a solid VIPA. A collimated laser
source is focused with a cylindrical lens into the VIPA etalon.
Due to the high reflectivity of the VIPA etalon, the laser beam
experiences multiple reflections back and forth, and the multiple
reflections result in multiple diverging output beams from the
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VIPA spectral disperser.

transmission plate. These output beams interfere with each other
to form collimated propagating beams with different output angles depending on the wavelength. The name comes from the
device operating as if there were multiple virtual sources interfering with each other as in a phased array. As in any phased
array, the direction of the output beam depends on the phase
difference between the array elements (virtual sources). Since
this phase difference is frequency-dependent, the direction of
the output beam also varies with frequency, i.e., the VIPA functions as a spectral disperser (Fig. 1.).
The essential function of the VIPA is as a spectral disperser,
i.e., different wavelengths are dispersed to different output angles. In this sense, the VIPA is related to the Lummer–Gehrke
plate and other classical optical multiple beam interference devices [10], [11]. It is also related in this sense to the arrayedwaveguide grating [12], where multiple delay paths result in
frequency-dependent angular dispersion. Although the structure of the VIPA physically resembles that of a Fabry–Perot interferometer [11], the function is quite different; the classical
Fabry–Perot acts as a frequency-dependent transmission and reflection filter, but not as an angular disperser.
A spectral dispersion law for the VIPA was derived using
plane wave theory in a recent paper by Vega [13]. This previous
dispersion law was tested using relatively large incident angles
and was found to match well with experimental data.
Here we present a modified dispersion law that is an analytic result from the Fresnel diffraction theory, which takes into account
paraxial waves and Gaussian beams. Theoretically, the modified law strongly departs from the previous law for small incion the VIPA, and the difference decreases
dent angles
. This validity of our new law is
for large incident angles
confirmed by experiments focusing on the small incident angle
range where the theories differ most noticeably.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
contains our theoretical derivation of the modified spectral dispersion law for the VIPA. Section III is the comparison between
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Fig. 2.
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VIPA spectral disperser geometry, showing the transverse and longitudinal distances between neighboring virtual sources.

our new law based on paraxial wave theory with the previous
plane wave theory. Section IV discusses the experimental results
and the fit with the theory. Section V presents the conclusion.
II. THEORETICAL DERIVATION
Without loss of generality, the air-spaced VIPA is assumed
in the following derivation. We assume a Gaussian input beam
and ignore any reshaping of the input beam as it is coupled into
the etalon. This should be reasonable as long as the focused spot
size of the input beam to the VIPA is optimized. As described in
the introduction, the VIPA can be viewed as an array of virtual
sources (Fig. 2). For the th virtual source, the beam profile is
taken to be a Gaussian with an exponentially decreasing intensity as follows:

where is the distance of the object plane to the lens, is the
and is the wave
focal length of the lens, and
vector.
According to the virtual sources model described above, the
object plane-lens distance in (2) should be represented by
for the th virtual source. As it will become
clear from the following derivation, only the relative displacewill be needed to determine the interments of the sources
ference between the sources; the assumption that the first spot
is at the front focal plane is unnecessary.
The result of applying (2) to the th source is

(3)
(1)
is the reflectivity product of the highly reflective coating
and the partially reflective coating,
is the
is
beam radius of the incident beam into the etalon, where
the radius of the collimated beam prior to the cylindrical lens,
is the focal length of cylindrical lens, and is the wavelength. The transverse displacement of the th virtual source is
(Fig. 2). The th virtual source is displaced
with respect to
longitudinally by an amount
the waist of the first incident beam spot. We also assume that
the incident beam comes to a waist on the back surface of the
VIPA, which is taken to be located at the front focal plane of
the focusing lens. Finally, we assume that the receiver is on the
back focal plane of the focusing lens, so we would have symmetric demultiplexing transmission spectra lineshape with minimal linewidth [14].
The modified spatial Fourier transform by a thin lens [15],
[16] (the relation between the field on the object plane before the
lens and the field on the back focal plane after the lens analysis)
is obtained through a Fresnel diffraction analysis with the result

Substituting in for

using (1), we have

(4)
The total field at the back focal plane is obtained by summing
over the virtual sources as follows:

(5)
(2)

If we assume that is large enough (valid for a device with
sufficiently large transverse aperture or equivalently for suffi-
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ciently small incident angles) so that we can perform an infinite
series sum, the simplified output field is

The angular dispersion factor from (12) is
(13)

(6)

Although our derivation focuses on the air-spaced VIPA, it
is also applicable to the solid VIPA with small modifications.
The corresponding equations for the solid VIPA with refractive
are
index

The intensity distribution function is

(14)

(7)

(Snell’s Law), and
is the inwhere
ternal angle inside the solid etalon as a result of refraction.
The relation between wavelength and the output angle from
the paraxial law is expressed by

where
With a narrow-band input, the output spatial intensity has a
direction on the
Gaussian roll-off function along the lateral
back focal plane. As a function of wavelength, the VIPA interferometer demonstrates an Airy–Lorentzian lineshape for any
.
fixed value of
The transmission peak wavelengths satisfy the constructive
interference phase-matching condition

(8)
(this
Under the Fresnel paraxial approximation,
ignores third or higher orders of the output angle). As a result,
the phase-matching equation can be written as
(9)
Equation (9) is the spectral dispersion law for the VIPA.
One important consequence of the dispersion law is the free
spectral range (FSR). The FSR derived from the paraxial dispersion law (9) is
(10)
Using a second-order Taylor series approximation of the FSR
as a function of output angle, we have

(11)
Another direct and important consequence of the spectral dispersion law is the relation between the peak output wavelength
versus , which provides more
and the output angle, i.e.,
information than the FSR.
The relation derived from the paraxial dispersion law (9) is
(12)
where

.

(15)
.
where
The angular dispersion factor from (15) is
(16)

All of these equations are reduced to that of the air-spaced
, which is the airVIPA by setting the refractive index
spaced VIPA.
Please note that the dispersion law for the VIPA remains the
same even if is finite. The reason is that the constructive interference phase-matching condition simply requires that the relative phase difference between two neighboring terms in (5) is a
multiple of .
III. COMPARISON WITH THE PREVIOUS PLANE-WAVE
DISPERSION LAW
It is important to compare our dispersion law derived from
paraxial wave theory with previously proposed dispersion laws
of the VIPA. The only detailed previous dispersion law for the
VIPA was published by Vega and Weiner [13] using a plane
wave theory. In case of an air-spaced VIPA, the formula from
the plane wave theory is
(17)
Using the Fresnel paraxial approximation, (17) is reduced to
the following expression:
(18)
We also obtain the FSR from (18) as
(19)
By comparing (11) and (19), we see that the FSR in the
paraxial wave theory has a stronger quadratic variation with the
output angle. This is important because the first-order term that
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Fig. 3. FSR, normalized by c=2t, as a function of output angle for different
incident angles: 2 , 8 , 10 , and 12 . The solid lines stand for the paraxial law,
and the dashed lines stand for the plane wave law.

is the same in both theories becomes very small for small input
angles, where the spectral dispersion is larger. A theoretical
comparison for (11) and (19) is shown in Fig. 3. There is an
obvious difference for the two theories.
The relation between the wavelength and the output angle
from (18) is

Fig. 4. Ratio between the wavelength shifts from the two theories—see (21).
is plotted as a function of input angle  with output angle  as a parameter.

In addition, for a solid VIPA, the dispersion law proposed by
using the plane wave theory in [13] is
(22)
In the paraxial approximation, this equation becomes

(20)
where
.
It is obvious that the spectral dispersion law differs in the term
that is quadratic in the output angle. In order to have a closer
look at this difference, we examine the ratio between the
from (20) with the
from (12) as follows:

(23)
The relation between wavelength and the output angle from
the plane wave law is expressed by

(24)

(21)
Note that the paraxial approximation
is used
in (21).
Theoretical curves are plotted in Fig. 4. departs signifi; the differcantly from unity for small incident angles
ence in the quadratic terms in the two theories is important in
this regime. On the other hand, this quadratic term has little efso that
. Here the term
fects for incident angles
that is first order in the output angle dominates, so the two theories yield the same result. In the region where there is a sigin experiments here), the
nificant output power (
paraxial approximation is always valid, which means it is justified and interesting to do a paraxial theory and to compare its
result with the results from plane wave theory simplified according to the paraxial approximation. We need to set the VIPA
to clearly measure the quadratic
at small incident angles
relations of (12); otherwise, we have an approximately linear
relation, which has been confirmed in the work by Vega et al.
[13].
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Comparing (15) with (24), the difference is similar to that
with the air-spaced VIPA: the paraxial theory shows a much
stronger quadratic dependence on the output angle than does the
plane wave theory.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DATA FITTING
Since the case of large incident angles is carefully studied in
the plane wave theory [13], we perform our experiment with
small incident angles when the second-order effect is strongest.
We confine our experiments to the air-spaced VIPA.
The VIPA spectral dispersion testing setup is plotted in Fig. 5.
An air-spaced VIPA with a nominal FSR of 100 GHz corremm is used. A collimated beam (beam
sponding to
radius 1.2 mm) from an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
source is injected into the VIPA etalon after cylindrical lens focusing (cylindrical lens with either 60 mm or 300 mm in our
experiment). The VIPA is placed on a fine rotation stage. A
thin spherical lens with 180-mm focal length is placed around
one focal length away behind the VIPA. The thin lens converts
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup for the VIPA spectral disperser measurements. ASE is an amplified spontaneous emission source. OSA is an optical spectrum analyzer
with a spectral resolution of 0.01 nm.

Fig. 6. Sample of the raw data (top) and an illustration of its use in plotting
in wavelength versus output angle (bottom). Different line styles in the top plot
correspond to different transverse positions in the output plane.

the angular dispersion into spatial dispersion on the back focal
plane. A single-mode fiber is used to sample the light at the back
focal plane. The fiber can be translated transversely along the
dimension on the back focal plane so that we can measure
the peak output wavelength at different spatial positions. The receiver is connected to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with
0.01-nm spectral resolution. In the setup, the relative shift of the
incident angles can be controlled precisely up to 0.01 , but it is
difficult to directly obtain the absolute incident angles. The zero
output angle position is calibrated by finding the position with
maximum power using a tunable laser source when the VIPA is
removed from the setup.
Groups of data are taken to demonstrate the validity of the
paraxial dispersion law. A group of dispersion data is taken at
a small initial incident angle, and then other several groups of
data are taken for different increasing incident angles, for which
the relative shifts of the incident angle are precisely known.
From these dispersion data, we plot families of wavelength
versus output angle curves for different incident angles. An
example of the spectra and dispersion data plots is shown in
Fig. 6. The different line types in the spectra represent the fiber
position, demonstrating the function of spectral dispersion.
The different horizontal curves in the lower plot correspond
to different diffraction orders of the VIPA. One interesting
application of our paraxial dispersion theory is for fitting the
thickness of the VIPA etalon. The thickness of the etalon is
important because it determines the FSR, which often must

Fig. 7. Theoretical fit for the dispersion data using an input cylindrical lens of
300-mm focal length and a spherical lens of F = 250 mm. The beam radius at
the VIPA input is 120 um. The circles are experimental data, the solid lines
are fits using paraxial wave dispersion law, and the dashed lines are fits using
plane wave dispersion law.



be matched to a specified wavelength spacing. In a set of
dispersion data showing wavelength versus output angle for a
fixed incident angle, the neighboring dispersion curves have the
two reference wavelengths that satisfy the following equations:
(25)
(26)
The combination of (25) and (26) yields
(27)
After we use the data to fit the incident angles, we can calculate the thickness of the VIPA. An average thickness of 1.485
mm is obtained using all sets of dispersion data. This matches
well with the nominal VIPA thickness (1.5 mm).
We have the following parameters to fit: the focal length of
the thin lens and the incident angle. We have fit the dispersion
data using our paraxial dispersion law. We start with the first
incident angle and fit the data corresponding to a certain single
order according to (12). Here we fit values of the focal length
(only a very small deviation from the nominal value) and the
first incident angle. Then (12) is used to fit all remaining data
both from the same incident angle and all of the other shown incident angles without any further adjustable parameters. The re-
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Fig. 8. Theoretical fits for the dispersion data using an input cylindrical lens of 60-mm focal length and a spherical lens with F = 180 mm. The incident angles
are 1.09 , 2.17 , 3.25 , and 4.33 for (a)–(d), respectively. The beam radius at the VIPA input is 24 m. The circles are experimental data, the solid lines are
fits using paraxial wave dispersion law, and the dashed lines are fits using plane wave dispersion law.



sults are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The circles are the experimental
data, the solid curves are the fitting using our paraxial dispersion law, and the dashed curves are fits from the plane wave dispersion law of [13]. The dispersion law from the paraxial wave
theory matches essentially perfectly with the experimental data
according to the plot, which confirms the validity of our theory.
The plot also clearly demonstrates the difference between fits
using the paraxial and plane wave theories; for small incident
angles as tested here, the paraxial theory gives an obvious better
fit.
Figs. 7 and 8 are for different cylindrical focusing conditions,
which yield two different focused beam radii: 24 and 120
m at the VIPA. It is interesting to notice that the dispersion
law is independent of the beam focusing condition into the VIPA
etalon, as was proved in our previous derivation.
V. CONCLUSION
The VIPA spectral dispersion law has been studied both
in theory and experiment. A dispersion law is derived using
paraxial wave theory and validated by experiments. Our spectral dispersion law includes a strong second-order term relating
wavelength and output angle, which differs from a previous
plane wave theory [13] for the VIPA spectral disperser. Our

results should be useful for the design of demultiplexers and
other devices based on VIPA spectral dispersers.
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